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SITTING OF
Resumption of the sesnon
Approoal of minutes
Mr Pannella; Mr zton der Vring;
Fergusson; Mr Nyborg; Mr Patterson;
Pannella; Mr Nyborg; Mr Coust1;
Galland
3. Agenda:
Mr Rogalla; Mr Gautier; Mr Arndt; Sir Fred
Catherutood; Mr Megahy; Mrs Maij-
Weggen; Mrs Castle; Mr Forth; Mr fohnson;
Mr Kirk; Mr Seligman; Mrs U(alz; Lord
Douro; Mrs Maij-IVeggen; Sir Fred Cather-
wood; Mrs Scnztener; Mr Bangemann
Opinions and resolutions of Parliament:
Mr Chambeiron; Mr Notenboom; Mr
Andriessen (Commission); Mr Chambenon;
Mr De Goede; Mr Andnessen; Mr Rogers;
Lord Douro; Mr Andriessen; Mr R. Jackson;
Mr Msller
Request for waioing of immunity of a
Member 
- 
Report (Doc 1-1082/81) by Mr
De Gucht:
Mr De Gucht
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(The sitting uas opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
President, 
- 
I declare resumed the session of
European Parliament, which was adjourned
l9 February 1982.
8 MARCH 1982
6. Votes
o Lizin report (Doc 1-852/81): European
nuclear safety policy:
Mrs Lizin; Mr Galland, Mrs Lizin; Mr
Seligman; Mrs Ltzm; Mr Galland; Mrs
Lizin; Mrs lY'alz; Mr lrmer; Mrs Lizin;
Mrs W'alz; Mrs Lizm; Mrs Viehoff; Mrs
Lizin; Mr Galland; Mrs Lizin; Mrs
Viehoff; Mr Linhohr; Mr Chambeiron
. Aigner report (Doc 1-846/8 1): Exports of
Community agricultural products to the
State-trading coun tries :
Mr J. M. Taylor; Mr Aigner; Mr Tyrrell;
Mr Harris; Mr Hord; Mr Plashooitis;
Mr Brondlund Nielsen; Mr Martin; Mr
Alaoanos; Mr lrmer; Mr Aigner .
7. Protection ofthe rights ofthe indioidual with
regard to data processing (Doc 1-548/81), by
Mr Srcglerschmidt:
Mr Steglerschmidt; Mrs Desouches; Mr Alber;
Mr Tyrrell
8. Closure of tbe session
Annex
2. Approoal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of the sittings of Thursday,
18 February and Friday, 19 February 1982 have been
distributed
Are there anv comments?
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, in a manner of
speaking you are never mistaken.
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Pannella
I wanted to say, as regards Thursday's minutes, thar in
view of the gentleman's agreemenr reached wirhin the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petirions to
try to get us out of a sralemare siruarion, I am wirh-
drawing the objection that I had raised to the approval
of these minutes.
As regards Friday's minutes, Mr Presidenr, I have to
point out rhar I am srill not sarisfied and rhat your crit-
icism of me, when I said that I had learnt rhrough rhe
press agencies, newspapers and so on thar you had
tried to invire Presidenl Reagan, was our of place. The
press agencies have unfortunarely borne me out: the
press had been informed but Parliamenr had nor.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I am grateful to you for the
gentleman's agreemen[ on rhe minutes for Thursday
and Friday.
I call Mr von der Vring.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I would
appreciate your assisrance. During the February parr-
session there was somerhing of an argument with the
Vice-Presidenr in rhe Chair on the Thursday evening.
He had proposed that my group's speaking time
should be reduced because a rapporreur had exceeded
the speaking time allocared ro her commirtee. I
protested against this.
If you now look at the verbatim reporr of proceedings
for Thursday, you will find thar, alrhough rhe Presl-
dent's remarks have been omirred, it still contains rhe
proresr. This is a mutilated record, and when people
read it, rhey will rhink rhat I am not quite all rhere. I
request that the Bureau consider how rhis can be
avoided in the furure.
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, we seem to be dealing
here with a substantive rather than a formal problem.
Ve shall see thar the corrections you wanr are made.
I call Mr Fergusson.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Before accepring Thursday's and
Friday's minutes, Parliamenr, I think, would benefit
from a statemenr from you, Mr President, on the exact
position now of the Member who resigned last week,
of his replacement and of any orher impending resig-
nations, having regard ro the fact rhat the Commirree
on [he Rules of Procedure and Petirions has been
examining paragraph 7(3) of our Rules and, in fact,
came to a decision last Vednesday. Can you tell us
whether the decision which they came ro on rhe
'lTednesday of last part-session has now been trans-
mitted to you, and tell us what that decison is?
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, I certainly can. I have it
in writing in English 
- 
and it reads as follows:
Dear Mr Dankerr, at its meeting of 24 Febru^ry 1982,
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peurrons
has consrdered rhe question of rhe interpretation of
Rule 7(3), followrng rhe referral back to the committee
of this quesrion during the sirring of Parhament of
l8 February 1982.
Dunng rhe discussion rn rhe commirree meetrng it
became clear rhat no Member would object to the adop-
tion of the minutes of the plenary sirting of Thursday,
l8 February, which will be submitted to the Parliamenr
at rts next sitting in March.
In vrew of the above, rhe commlrtee considers that there
is no urgent need ro rnrerprer Rule 7(3). However, rhe
committee has decrded to nominate a rapponeur in
order to examine this matter in derarl at one of its next
meetings. It is the intention of the committee to arrive ar
a conclusion as soon as possible.
That is why I consider that lerrers of resignarion
handed in and fulfitling exactly the same norms as
previously would be acceprable.
That is not rhe case according ro your interpreration?
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mr President, thar was nor of course
the decision of the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions to which I referred when I spoke a
moment ago. I was referring to rhe decision raken on
the !flednesday of rhe last part-session, which, of
course, took place before the question of Thursday's
minutes ever arose in the first place. I wonder, there-
fore, if I could still have an answer on rhar particular
decision: wherher it has been rransmirred to you and if
not, why not?
President. 
- 
Mr Fergusson, I have to inform you rhar
no decision was [ransmirred to me, so I have to ask rhe
chairman of the Commirree on rhe Rules of Procedure
::|:.,,,to.r, Mr Nyborg, to transmir it ro the plenary
I call the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and
Petitions.
Mr Nyborg, Committee cbainnan. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presi-
dent, no decision of the kind Mr Fergusson is refer-
ring to was taken. '!7e discussed the matrer bur we did
not take a voLe on any decision such as that referred
to. Cenain marrers were in rhe air, but the main points
were as I indicared ro you in the lerrer you quored,
namely that a gentleman's agreement was reached
between those presenr ar the meering of the
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Petitions,
representing all political groups here in Parliamenr, ro
the effect rhat rhe minutes of rhe lasr plenary sitring be
approved.
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Nyborg
That is all that I can say with regard to what almosr
happened here today, for Mr Fergusson has put to you
a question which I understand perfectly well you
cannot answer. And there is no one else who can
answer it. I know that the British conservatives were
trying to secure the adoption of something on the lines
of what Mr Fergusson is referring to, but it was not
put to a vote and it was not adopted.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Nyborg. I think that
confirms my interpretation so far, and Mr Nyborg has
added that there was no decision of the Commitree on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions on the previous
'!Tednesday.
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, there is a confuston
between two meetings. The meeting Mr Fergusson
was referring to took place here on 17 February,
where there was a vote in the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions and where the committee
did adopt an interpretadon of Rule 7(3). It was that
meeting which Mr Fergusson was asking for a report
on, and it should have been given by yourself.
The second matter concerns the gentleman's agree-
ment, and I think we must be very clear that this is
what Mr Pannella and Mr Nyborg referred to. The
gentleman's agreement, as I understand it, was as
follows: There would \e no objection to the minutes
and hence tc the resignation of Mr Cl6ment on condi-
tion that no further resignations of this type took place
until the Rules Committee had ruled. That was the
nature of the gentleman's agreement. Now, we may all
be more or less Bentlemen, but my group considers
that that is what it is bound by, and if it has been
changed then my group is not bound by it.
President. 
- 
Two remarks from my side. There was a
report from the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Peritions on the Vednesday of the last part-
session, which was not communicared to me, bur it
was not necessary either: because of the Siegler-
schmidt proposal, it was referred back to the
Committee. That is what happened on the Thursday
of that part-session, so I am not yet aware of the facts
of that meeting.
As for the ques'rion of no funher resignations, I think
that by approving the minutes of the Thursday, we
accepted the resignation of Mr Cl€ment. I cannot see
how we could refuse further resignations which
conformed to the interpretation of that Rule which we
have followed so far, because the way I understand
Mr Nyborg's letter is that the interpretation remains
what it was as long as it is nor changed. That is the
situation we are in now. So, if the letter is in
conformity with the interpretation of the Rules as we
have maintained them so far, we should accept resig-
nations and we should accept new nominations. I
rhink I have no other way to operate, and that, in fact,
is what I am proposing.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
ask Mr Nyborg what is his understanding of a
gentleman's agreement. In other words, who has given
whar? I believe that in this case both parties have given
something. And so, Mr President, seeing that we
found ourselves unable, after several hours of debate,
ro rake any decision other than the one we took
during the previous part-session, we tried to find a
solution ro the difficult predicament in which our
Parliament was placed. Please note that what we actu-
ally said was that we did not wish to prejudice the
interpretation of the Rules of Procedure, provided
that approval of the minutes, insofar as Mr Cl6ment
was concerned, does not constitute a precedent.
As a committee we have a rapporteur who will rcll us
how to proceed in any future cases.
Mr Presidenr, we really only accepted this gentleman's
agreement so as not to take up too much of Parlia-
ment's time with this question.
As regards any possible other cases of this nature, they
will obviously have to be resolved in accordance with
the interpretation that the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure will give us. Orherwise, Mr President, with
every new resignation we shall find ourselves again in
rhe same situation as before.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I don't think we should
lose any more time over this. \7e are not prejudging in
any way the deliberations of the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions but, given that two
resignations are imminent the opinion of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
must reach us tomorrow or the day after. In view of
the Member States' electoral legisladon, it is not
possible to allow things to drag on any further. It is
necessary, therefore, that the committee meet this
evening or, at the latest, tomorrow morning to give its
opinion on future resignations.
(Parliament approoed tbe minutes)
I call the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions.
Mr Nyborg, Committee chairman. 
- 
(DA) I regret to
have to inform you that the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure cannot give an opinion on this question
wirhin rhe nexr two days. !7hen we entered into this
gentleman's agreement, the feeling was, as I pointed
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out to you in the letter, that we should remove rhe
need for any urgent procedure and deal with the ques-
tion in a rational manner, and I should like to state
here 
- 
and please do not think that I wanr to bring
the discussions of our Committee our inro plenary
sitting 
- 
that no one in the Commitree put forward
an opinion that we could refuse to allow a Member to
resign. This is ;ust for your information, Mr President.
I do not feel therefore that we shall have great diffi-
culties to contend with rn the nexr few days, and I
think you can discard the view rhat the urgency proce-
dure should be rmposed on us again. Ler us be left to
do our work in peacel Let us rerurn to the quesrion
when we have dealt wrth this matter in a sensible
manner. Ve shall then be able ro pur forward a
proposal for a change in the Rules of Procedure which
will have reasonable prospecrs of being adopted here
in plenary sitting Let me conclude by saying that I do
no[.thank Mr Fergusson for raisrng the matrer here
agaln.
President. 
- 
Mr Nyborg, I have to inform you,
together with the Assembly, that Mr Fanton has
communicated to me in writing his resignation as
Member pursuant to the second paragraph of Article
12(2) of rhe Act on the election of Members to rhe
Assembly by direct universal suffrage. The Assembly is
required to take note of this vacancy. Next, we have
the resignatron of Mr Coust6. Consequently, given Mr
Fergusson's interpretation, it rs imperative we have an
interpretation of this article wirhin the nexr few days.
It is unacceprable that the government of a Member
State should be placed in difficulties on accounr of rhe
rnterpretation of electoral law.
Mr Nyborg, Commtttee chairman. 
- 
(DA) Mr Presi-
dent, allow me to poinr out rhat you are making a
mistake. 'What you have just said assumes that there
will be an objectron to new nominations for two sea[s,
and you cannot know thar. If no objections are raised,
there rs no urgency. Should we no[ wait, before
deciding whether there is any urgency, until some-
thing happens to indicate the fact?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Nyborg, Mr Fergusson has
informed me he would be opposing Mr Cl6ment's
resignation. I am therefore oblrged ro requesr your
Committee's opinion before taking a positron on thar
reslSnatlon.
I call Mr Cousr6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I do not under-
stand why you bring my resignation inro rhe discus-
sion since rhat will not be before April. I do nor under-
stand why you should talk about ir today. As I see it
this is something that needs to be cleared up.
President. 
- 
Mr Coust(, I have just received a letter
signed by yourself, announcing your deparrure.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(FR) I have ro tell you, Mr President,
that you are referring to a letter that should nor have
arrived on your desk on rhe date you menrion. I wish
to place thar on record.
President. 
- 
That is precisely why this problem needs
to be treated urBenrly.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I should like to
protesr against the disturbing inflexibility of certain
aspects of rhe organrzation of our Parliament.
I know one has to have a system, but this morning I
arrived at the parking lot with my car. I should have
had on my windscreen the green sticker supplied by
the Quaestors. As it happens, Mr President, all I had
with me was the official pass which of course only
Members have. Vell, Mr Presrdent, it is a sad state of
affairs that, when we are talking of introducing a
European passport., access [o the car park should be
denied ro Members who use their passport to prove
they are Members. I hope you will take this matter up
with the Quaestors and urge them to sort this mat[er
out as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
Mr Galland, I regrer this stare of affairs
and recommend that you apply directly, in rhis kind of
matrer, to the College of Quaestors. I hope rhey will
make sure that this kind of situarion is not repeated.r
3. Agenda
President. 
- 
At irs meering of 16 February 1982 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda, which has
been distributed.
At rhis morning's meering rhe chairmen of the political
h.ff.1: 
instructed me ro propose a number of amend-
This afternoon:
Pursuant ro Rule 5(4) of rhe Rules of Procedure the
repon [y Mr De Guchr, on behalf of the Legal
Affarrs Commirree on a request for the waiwrng of
parliamentary immunity, musr be placed ar the top
of the agenda.
Pursuanr to Rule 7l of the Rules of Procedure the
following must be entered next.
t l\rlrlr^ 
- 
Documents receioed 
- 
kxts of treattes
forwarded by the Council 
- 
Transfers of apoioriations
- 
Wtthdratoal of a motron for a reiolution l- Rleferral to
Committee 
- 
Membersbip of commtttees: see Mtnites.
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The vote on the report by Mrs Lizin, on behalf of the
Commitree on Energy and Research, on nuclear safety
policy; the vote on the Aigner report, on behalf of the
Budgetary Control Committee, on exports of agricu[-
tural products to [he State-trading countries.
This means that, in all probabilrty, reports scheduled
for today, except possibly rhe Sieglerschmidr report,
will be deferred until tomorrow's sitting, and report
scheduled for tomorrow trll the sitting of Thursday,
l l March 1982.
I should like to make clear it is impossible to say right
now what these possrble changes may be. All the
reports will be called one after the other, but I would
warn the Assembly straight away that the deferring of
debates is already foreseeable.
I call Mr Rogalla.
Mr Rogalla. 
- 
(DE) N{r President, I should be
grateful for your assistance with the interpretation of
Rule 42 on the rnclusion in the agenda of a question to
the Commission and Council.
Together with several members of my group and wirh
the support of the Socialist Group, I requested the
Bureau in December to place a question on the agenda
pursuant to Ru[e 42. The question was addressed to
both the Commission and the Council and concerned
a number of difficult legal problems specifically
connected with Aruicle 3 of rhe EEC Treaty and asso-
ciated checks on persons.
I cannot find any mention of this question in rhe
agenda before us or of any other question put down
pursuant to Rule a2 
- 
by any of the political groups
- 
even though I have read it very carefully. If I
understand Rule 42 correctly, there is no reason why
this question should not be included in rhe agenda. I
do not, of course, wish to prevent the enlarged Bureau
from exercising its discretion in deciding on rhis
matter pursuant to the fifth subparagraph of Rule
42(r).
But as there is no such thing as unlimited discrerion,
there undoubtedly being certain criteria to be
observed, I would be grateful, Mr Presrdent, if you
could tell me on what criteria such decisions are
based. Is it the time the request is received? Vere
other questrons put down pursuant to other rules of
our Rules of I)rocedure? Or is it because of the
content of our question, which is not to be found in
any form in chis month's agenda? Or whar crireria are
applied in this case? I would be very grateful for an
explanation.
President. 
- 
Mr Rogalla, we considered this issue this
morning and reached the conclusion that your ques-
tion can no longer be taken this week. It is therefore
proposed that it be deferred to the April part-session.
I call Mr Gautier
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presrdent, the Bureau has
placed on today's agenda the vote on the reports by
Mr Aigner and Mrs Lizin in which, as a Member of
Parliament, I should of course like to take part.
However, the Bureau has also approved a meeting of
the Committee on Agriculture for the same time 
- 
5
to 8 p.m. 
- 
and as a member of the Committee on
Agriculture I should also like, of course, to attend this
meering.
Can the President perhaps explain to me how I can
meet borh rhese commitments at the same time and in
different places? 'When drawing up the agenda, the
Bureau should perhaps be more careful to remember
whether it has already approved a committee meeting.
I should like it stated here for everyone to hear which
I should attend, the vote or the committee meeting, to
fulfil my obligations as a Member of the European
Parliament.
President. 
- 
Since the Rules of Procedure prescribe
that all votes that were not taken during the last sitting
should take place now, I have no alternarive but to
cancel the meeting of the Committee on Agriculture.
If, then, Sir Henry agrees that the meeting of the
Committee on Agnculture should be postponed to a
later date, we can now, ln accordance with the rules,
vote in plenaw sitting on the Lizin and Aigner reports.
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I have two ques-
tions. The first concerns food aid, on which an urgent
decision is needed rhis week so that appropriate deci-
sions may be taken by the Commission and Council:
we talked about this this morning. Is there any Buar-
antee that, if the committee resPonsible, the
Committee on Development and Cooperation,
proposes a decision tomorrow, this decision will be
adopted this week 
- 
possibly without debate 
- 
so
that the Commission and Council are informed of
Parliament's position in this regard? Thar was the first
quesrion.
The second concerns the famous Maij-Veggen report,
to which I also referred this morning. May we be told
when the Maij-\)fleggen report will be called here in
the Chamber?
President. 
- 
On the first point, Mr Arndt: the longer
we go on talking, the harder it will be to fix a precise
rime for the report on food aid. No decision has yet
been taken on the report and no request for urgent
procedure has been made. If it comes to that, we shall
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decide on it in plenary sitting and will then have to
find a place for it on the agenda. But it has not yet
come to that.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
Mr President, as I under-
stand it, you are proposing to postpone the two
reports of my committee from Tuesday. I understood
you to say that these would be taken next in order, but
then you said that they would be postponed to
Thursday. There are three repons on 'Wednesday.
Cannot the Tuesday ones be postponed in the correct
order and taken on !flednesday?
President. 
- 
They will remain in the order indicated
in the agenda but they first go to'lTednesday and then
go on ro Thursday, I suppose.
I call Mr Megahy.
Mr Megahy. 
- 
Mr President, I was also going to
make a point about the Maij-\Teggen report. You are
unable to give a specific indicarion when this is going
ro be debared, but in view of the fact that quite a
number of reports are being pushed back in order, and
in view of the order already on the agenda there is a
very real danger it may not be taken at all. I hope that
the Bureau of Parliament will take into account that
this report must be debated this week in view of the
intense public concern and the fact that it was not
debated last time.
The other question I wanted to ask is why we have
been norified so late that the De Gucht report on
parliamentary immunity is being debared this after-
noon. As someone who is bitterly opposed to the
report, I have not had the opportunity, and neither has
anyone else, of arguing rhis out within the political
groups. As the Legal Affairs Committee met a fort-
night ago| or nearly a fortnight ago, to discuss this I
thought it would have been possible to give some indi-
cation that this important matter was on the agenda.
May I just raise one other poinr with regard to the
procedure for withdrawing questions from the order-
paper? At the last part-session, I tabled a question to
the Council of Ministers, meeting in political coopera-
tion, with regard to East Timor. I specifically asked
that the question be wirhdrawn and be placed on the
agenda for this part-session. It has not been. I have
received a written answer. I wonder if I could have
some clarification as to what exactly the correct proce-
dure is should a Member wish to withdraw a question
that has been tabled for oral answer.
President. 
- 
I ha,e to inform you that concerning the
report on parliamentary immuniry, Anicle 5 (4) of our
Rules of Procedure states absolutely clearly that if
rhere is a report. on such a question it has to be taken
as the first item on the agenda, and I have no way out
of that.
As far as the seals are concerned, if we do not lose too
much time now it is certain thev will be dealt with on
Thursday's agenda.
I call Mrs Maij-Veggen.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, now, that
two Members have referred to the report on seals, I
must say that I am also beginning to feel slightly
concerned. I feel that it is a very bad thing for the
proceedings of our Parliament and also for our image
if we never know precisely when matters will be
discussed, particularly if the press has to wair. You
may think me rather impertinenr, bur is it not possible
for the report on seals to be taken as the first item at 3
p.m.? It will take no more than an hour, and then the
other items can be considered. Then we can be sure
that the vore will be taken at 6 p.m., and rhe press
people who have come for this item 
- 
and I know
that some have come from as far away as Canada, the
United States and Sweden 
- 
can at least be sure that
this report will in fact be considered. It is perhaps
rather impeninent of me, but would it be possible to
place the report on the agenda as the first item at
3 p.m?
President. 
- 
If you are making a formal request, then
I must ask the Assembly to vote on it. I am not doing
this yet because this comes on Thursday's agenda but I
would point out to you that you ought to have
submitted it a day sooner. In addition, it will create
still more uncenainty and sdll more disruption in
dealing with other reports. '!7e must simply do our
best to see that the repon is taken on Thursday. That
is the point.
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Two points, Mr President. First, may I
support Mr Gautier's protest at rhe conflicr berween
voting in this Chamber and the holding of a very
important meeting of the Committee on Agriculture
on farm prices. It is obvious from rhe absences from
this Chamber rhat rhat commirtee meering is taking
place and some of us who have an inrerest in.rhis very
imponant question very much resenr this clash
between our duties. Your predecessor, Mr President,
wen[ out of her way to discourage the holding of
committee meetings during plenary sessions. Vill you
please follow her example and forbid the holding of
committee meetings at a time when we ought to be in
this Chamber and showing an inrerest in the work of
the plenary.
Secondly, may I strongly support Mrs Maij-Veggen's
request that the debate on her repon on seals be held
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at 3 p.m. on Thursday. This matter has aroused a quite
unique interest throughout Europe as our postbag and
the number of petitions we have received show. I
believe rhat a large number of people have come to
attend this debate and they believe, perhaps pathetic-
ally, that this Parliament can influence events where
this matter is concerned.
If we postpone this debate or hold it at midnight, say,
on a Thursday, they will be deeply disappointed in this
Parliament.
President. 
- 
Mrs Castle, on rhe question of the
Committee on Agriculture's meeting, it is the proce-
dure in this House that parliamentary committees do
not meet during votlng, so I assume that the
Committee on Agriculture's meering has been posr-
poned until after voting. I hope we can complete rhe
voting as soon as possible so as ro enable also the
Committee on Agriculture to meet at a reasonable
time.
Ve shall come back ro rhe second problem larer.
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth, 
- 
Mr President, I am sure that your
mastery of the Rules will not allow you to forget that
any request for a change in the agenda must, under
Rule 56, be tabled one hour before the session.
Regrertable though it may be, requests made off the
cuff and on the run in the Chamber now simply
cannot be allowed. You do recall that, I know, Mr
Presidenr.
President. 
- 
That is right.
I call Mr Johnson.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, with regard to the last
point, made by my inestimable colleague Mr Forth,
you cannot table requests for a change in the order of
business when you don't actually know.what the
agenda is to be. You yourself announced that items
from Monday's agenda would now be taken on
Thursday. That is, of course, the point Mrs Maij-
'lTeggen was raising: therb is no way she could have
made her request an hour in advance.
May I just say one other thing, Mr President? As you
know very well, because they are coming to see you
romorrow, a delegation of Canadian parliamentarians,
including ex-minrsters, is in Strasbourg. May I support
mosr warmly the idea that this debate be taken at a
time when all concerned, including our colleagues
from the Canadian Parliament, can witness it.
President. 
- 
Ntr Johnson, the proposed agenda for
rhis session, which is dated 19 February, announced
that the vo[es on the Lizin and on the Aigner reports
had to take place this afternoon. This had important
implicarions for the rest of the agenda. That was made
quite clear, so it is not a ques[ion of just knowing it
now: it was known three weeks ago.
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I fully understand
the desire for fixed rimes for the debating of the two
reports which are the subject of interest. But the situa-
tion is such that not many of those presenr here in the
House are able to predict when their reports will be
debated and neithter are [hose sections of the press
which are inrerested in individual reports. I cannot
really see how this House or you as President can now
take a decisron rn favour of one report and not one of
the other reports.
Even if the press and the public perhaps have a very
keen interest in one particular report among those we
are dealing wrrh this week, I do not rhink that the
House or you, Mr President, are entitled to make any
change in the agenda which has been put before us. If
there is such a great amount of interest, as some
honourable Members suggest, I am sure that it will be
worthwhile for both the press and the public rc wait
for the debate and report on it then, whether it takes
place just after breakfast or at 10 o'clock on Thursday
evenlng.
President. 
- 
\)fle go on to Tuesday's agenda.
President. 
- 
I have received a request from Mr
Seligman and nine other srgnatories to place on
[omorrow's agenda the report by Mr Sassano, drawn
up on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research, on thermonuclear fusion, now entered on
the agenda for Thursday , 22 March as item No 17.
I would point out rhat this repor[ was only tabled on
3 March and that the deadline for tabling amendments
is therefore exrended until this evening, 8 p.m.
In the event that Mr Sassano's report is placed on
tomorrow's agenda, any amendments chere are cannot
be distributed in time for the debare.
Furthermore, the chairmen of the political groups
considered this marter at rhis morning's meeting and
we agreed to enrer it as rhe first item on Friday's
agenda to make sure that it is taken during the present
part-session. Does Mr Seligman maintain his request?
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, our purpose in
applying for this change in the agenda was to stress the
fact that the agenda always puts the repons on
Commisson decisions right at the end, and this has
been done again this week. These are the things that
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the Treaty asks us to give opinions on as a matter of
urgency, and they should not con[inue to be put at the
gnd of the agenda. But in view of what you have said
about the amendments not being available, I think I
must ask my colleagues who signed to accept your
ruling that this must be left undl Friday morning first
thing.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz.
Mrs Valz. 
- 
As you know, Mr President, we have a
reques[ for urgent procedure from both Council and
Commission, which means that in any case this item
must be settled. If this is nor taken before Friday
morning, the same thing will happen, possibly, as with
the report by Mrs Lizin, i.e. someone will have doubts
about Parliament's decision-making capacity and the
vote will be postponed. So I consider this arrangement'
rather unfortunate.
President. 
- 
I believe there is scarcely any difference
between Thursday evening and Friday morning since
even on Thursday evening our decision-making capa-
city has already been called into question. The vore
would then take place on Friday morning and the
problem 
.would remain the same. Consequently, in my
opinion, we can accede to Mr Seligman's request.
Mr Pannella's request is withdrawn.
Vlednesday:
- 
In order to be able to vote at 3 p.m. on the motion
for a resolution contained in the Sertlinger reporr
on a draft uniform electoral procedure for the
election of Members of the European Parliamenr,
speaking time will be allocared in such a way [har
the debate will end at I p.m.r
- 
The debate on the report by Mrs Gaiotti De Biasi
on a Community programme in the educarion
sector, entered under irem No 8, will include oral
question with debate No 0-99181 by Mr
Schwencke, drawn up on behalf of rhe Commitree
on Youth, Culrure, Education, Informarion and
Sport to the Commission, on the recognirion of
diplomas and certificates.
Tbursday:
- 
The repon by Mr Irmer, drawn up on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control, concerning the
discharge for 1979, is withdrawn together with
the report by Mr Tolman, drawn up on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture.
- 
At the request of the Committee on rhe Environ-
ment, Public Healrh and Consumer Prorection rhe
, Vr.*A ,ime: seeMinutes.
repon by Mrs Scrivener, on asbestos, and Mrs
Schleicher, on the marketing of certain dangerous
substances and preparations, are held back until
the April part-session.
- 
The report by Mr Sassano, drawn up on behalf of
the Committee on Energy and Research, on the
thermonuclear fusion, is placed on Friday's
agenda after the procedures without debate and
reports without debate.
I call Lord Douro.
Lord Douro. 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if I could just
ask for clarification of one point. I understood you ro
say that it had been agreed amongsr the leaders of the
political groups that \Tednesday morning would be
treated in an unusual way, rhat rhere would be a
specific allocation of time for \Tednesday morning for
the Seitlinger report. But you also said earlier,
Mr President, if I understood correctly, to Sir Fred
Catherwood, thar the order of the agenda was nor in
any way being changed and therefore rwo reporr,s
from the Committee on External Economic Relations
due to be taken on Tuesday would simply be post-
poned until \iflednesday morning. I am therefore
asking how those two statements can be reconciled.
President. 
- 
Lord Douro, I did not say rhat these
items would be taken on Wednesday morning. They
will come at the end of the agenda for '!/ednesday.
That is our normal procedure, which in pracrical rerms
means thar they will be taken on Thursday; bur I have
ro say it as it is officially, and that is that they will be
placed at end of the agenda for Vednesday.
Lord Dotrro. 
- 
Mr President, if you would allow me
to come back on that, I thought you said that rhe
order of the agenda was not being changed. You are
now saying that in fact the two reports from the
Committee on External Economic Relations are going
to be put after the Seitlinger report, which is a change
in the order of the agenda, as I understand it.
President. 
- 
No, that is in complete conformity with
the draft agenda, where you will find, on page 1O of
the French version, page I 1 of the English version,
after the Hahn report: 'possibly, continuation of rhe
previous days' agendas'.
I am sorry if I was not clear enough, bur the agenda
you have before you is clear on rhis point, so I think
there is no problem.
I call Mrs Maij-!fleggen.
Mrs Maij-Veggen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I wish to
refer once again ro the report on seals. I did nor ask
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for the agenda to be changed. I asked thar rhe report
be taken at a certain time, and this is in facr something
on which the Rules of Procedure have norhing ro say.
A propbsal of this kind is rherefore best made here,
and I should like it put to rhe vore.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mrs Maij-Veggen, i[ seems to me [har
such a proposal cannot be made: proposals to amend
the agenda otherwise than as provided for in the Rules
of Procedure must, in future, be made by the Presi:
dent. I would not make that proposal, I would prefer
to try and deal with it at a reasonable rime on
Thursday when the report on seals is to be taken. I
think we have already lost too much time over the
placirrg of this debate.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
I simply want to say, Mr
President, I see no reason at all for changing rhe
order. If my reports are down for Tuesday I think they
should go first thing on'Wednesday. Maybe there is a
reason for Seitlinger, but I see no reason why they
should nor come after Seitlinger, if Seitlinger is parti-
cularly important. After all, if we are going to change
the order round like thrs, we could change any order.
Let us keep them in the order in which they appear on
the agenda.
President. 
- 
No, Sir Fred, the agenda provides that
we take up [he reports remaining from one day aker
the main items on the next day have been dealt with,
and I have ro srick to that..
Vith regard to Friday, the Committee on Energy and
Research has adopted the report of Mr Price on
aeolian energy. That is a report without debate, so that
we can enter it on Friday's agenda.
I have also received the following request for amend-
ment on which the Assembly must decide:
Mr Collins, chairman of the Committee on the
Envrronment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, requests the entry on thrs pan-sessron's agenda
of the report (Doc. 1-1079/81), by Mrs Scrivener,
on the combating of drugs.
Given che length of our agenda it is difficult to accede
to [his request which I must, nevertheless, submit to
the Assembly.
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mts Scrivener. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I suppon the
application if that is what the Committee on the Envi-
ronment wants, but really it makes no difference to me
whether we deal wirh this matter now or in April. I
support the arrangement suggested because I am a
member of this committee, but I should imagine the
problem will still be with us in April,
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I am opposed
to this and should therefore like to repeat what I said
in the enlarged Bureau and at this morning's meeting.
I believe rhat this is a very important report and that,
like the Seitlinger repon, for example, it should there-
fore be placed on the agenda in such a way tha[ we
have time to prepare for it. If we take it this week, it
can only mean [hat it will get lost among other matters
rowards the end of the Thursday evening or Friday
morning sitting, and I consider that unacceptable. I am
therefore opposed [o this request by the committee.
(Parliament reJected Mr Collin's request and adopted the
draft agenda thus amended)l
4. Opinions and resolutions of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the communication
from the Commission of the European Communities
on action taken on the opinions and resolutions of the
European Parliament.2
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, forgive me,
but I was under the impression that the chairmen's
conference rhis morning had decided to change the
generally accepted procedure for handling this uadi-
tional item on our agenda, which concerns the action
taken by the Commission on the opinions and resolu-
tions of Parliament.
Clearly this decision, which automatically becomes a
decision of Parliamenr, does not call for any comment
on my part, and I am more than happy to endorse it.
But I should like to ask you, Mr President, whether
you could make a special exception, given the gravity
of the situarion in Turkey at this moment, and ask the
Commission to tell us what it has done since January,
when we passed our resolution on Turkey.
Perhaps you could also let us know what results you
have had from your dimarche following on the Fanti-
Piquet resolution and perhaps also whether you
envisage making a funher dtmarche in the light of the
arrest of the defence lawyer for the 52 trade unionists
who are now facing the death sentence? I believe the
question was wonh putting, given the worsening
I Urgent procedure 
-tabling amendments
Minures.2 See Annex.
Speaking time 
- 
Deadline
and motions for resolutions:
.fo,
see
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situation in Turkey and the repeated violations of
human rights there, which is something to which no
one in this Parliament can be indifferenr.
President. 
- 
Mr Chambeiron, you could be right, but
the Rules of Procedure 
- 
or rhe procedure we have
followed up till now in im broad lines 
- 
provide thar
the Commission adopts a position on the resolutions
adopted by the Assembly during its last parr-session,
i.e. February's, and nor on previous or subsequent
resolutions. In view of all this your question on resolu-
tions adopted previously has no relevance.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to ask the Commission a question about the position it
has adopted on Mr Deleau's report on small and
medium-sized undertakrngs, which was adopted in
February. It is referred to in the Commission's docu-
menr on page 3,last but one indent. All it says there is
that the Commission has adopted a position. I appre-
ciate that the Commission cannot give all the details,
but this resolution did remind the Commission of quite
a number of promises it made a very long time ago,
some of which have nor yer been kept. Can the
Commission give some indication of the most impor-
tant decisions it has taken with regard ro rhe resolu-
tion adopted by Parliament in February?
Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commtssion.
(NL) Mr President, the honourable Member is quite
right to say that the Commission has not responded to
every aspect of this resolution. It welcomed the resolu-
rion as such and has said that it inrends ro give serious
consideration to the action it can take on the various
suggestions made. I can add today that the Commis-
sion plans to submit a proper report on the subject in
July and that this report will look into the suggestions
contained in the resolution.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I simply
wanted to thank you for putting me straight. I fully
understood that under the new procedure we would
henceforward be able ro refer only to those resolutions
or opinions that were adopted at the previous part-
session. By way of an exception, in view of the really
tragic situation now prevailing in Turkey, I asked you
if you could not on my behalf request the Commission
to tell us what exactly it had in mind to do, and I then
went on to ask you if you had had any results from the
dimarches you were obliged to make following the
adoption of the Fanti-Piquet resolution.
President. 
- 
Here again we have a resolurion adopted
during a part-session prior to February. I am quire
prepared to tell you more about it, but I do not think
that this is the place to do so.
Mr De Goede. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have an
organizational problem and a fairly basic problem. Mr
Norenboom has just referred to it in connection with
the Deleau report. Under point 5 it says: 'During the
deliberadons concerning this body rhe Commission
also adoprcd a position on the opinions of the Euro-
pean Parliamen[ on . . . and there then follows a whole
list of subjects. But we all know that the Commission
takes pan in the debate at a rime when rhe vote has nor
yet been taken on the resolutions themselves or on the
amendments relating to rhese resolutions. The
Commission knows as well as we do that in ir final
form the resolution may differ somewhat from that
considered during the debate. I should therefore like
ro hear from the Commission what it does with the
resolutions that are ultimarely adopted, including the
amendments to them. Ve very much welcome a provi-
sional position, of course, but a final position would be
even more welcome.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the procedure
is such thar, when the Commission speaks, rhe resolu-
tion has not been formally adopted. Recently,
however, it has becorhe increasingly the custom for it
to be stated on behalf of rhe Commission in fairly
concrete terms while rhe amendments are being
discussed or during rhe debate which amendments ir
finds acceptable, in other words, depending on the
form they take, which ir will take acrion on and which
it regards as not requiring action on its part. Some-
times it even has opportunity to say why rhis is rhe
case. This is not always possible because rhere are
often a large number of amendmenrs.
Mr President, I apprecrare the problem and I also
appreciate rhat the problem becomes a little more
urgent [hrough the reversion ro rhe original intention
of this item on rhe agenda. May I propose rhar rhe
. Commrssion consider a practical way of informing
Parliamenr what the Commission has done, while
avoiding an unnecessary increase in the volume of
paper. How precisely this is ro be done, I do not
know, but I am willing ro consider rhis question with
the Bureau or elsewhere wirh a view to finding a suit-
able solution.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, may I suggest thar, if Mr
Andriessen is conierned about the volume of paper,
the firsr thing he does is get rid of rhis paper which is
presented to us as a farce at rhe beginning of each
session. It says lCommission action on opinions taken'
and it then goes on to say whar the Parliament did,
which we already know anyway, then ir goes on ro say
that there were cenain marrers discussed in which we
expressed opinions, which we already know anyhow.
There is rhen one secrion, paragraph 4, where ir says
that, as regards the Veber repon and rhe Ghergho
report, the amendments have been accepted and
proposals are to be put forward. That is rhe only sign
of action from the Commission. Then there is a long
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lisr of reports where it says that the Commission
expressed its view and rook note of what Parlia-
ment said. Quite frankly, it is a waste of time
presenting a document like this. I wonder whether you
could discuss with Mr Andriessen, who is the
Commissioner responsible for relations with the
Parliament, the possibility of a better form of report
back to the Parliament. It might take the form of a
report on previous reports, going back maybe 4, 5 or
6 months 
- 
follow-up reports, in fact. It may well be
that we will have to go back four or five years, the way
things are going. May I ask you, Mr President, to
discuss with Commissioner Andriessen a better
formula for submitting reports on follow-up action by
the Commission on reports that have Sone through
Parliament.
Lord Douro. 
- 
Mr President, at the February p^rt-
session Mr Natali delivered to you, as President of the
Parliament, a report on the state of the negotations
with Portugal and Spain. That repon has taken a long
time to be disributed to Members. I have just seen a
copy of it and find it totally lacking in substance. I
wonder, Mr President, whether you would allow me
to ask the Commission if it would be prepared to
submit a more substantial report on these negotiations
because this one does not tell us anything we did not
know before.
Mr Andriesseo. 
- 
(NL) I do not know, of course, Mr
President, precisely what Parliament already knows or
does not know. All I can say is that the Commission
has kept its promise. It has informed Parliament on
what has been done. If Parliament is not satisfied with
this, the report must be discussed, and ,Mr Natali or
someone else will, of course, be prepared to exchange
views with Parliament. For the timd being, the
Commission believes thar it has complied with the
request that was made and kept the promise it made. I
have nothing to add to that for the moment. If Parlia-
ment wishes to discuss this, the Commission is natur-
ally at its disposal.
Mr R. Jacks Mr President, I wish to suPPort
very strongly what Mr Rogers has said. I have the
impression that this procedure with the Commission
has become something of a formality. During my work
as rapporteur for next year's budget, I have been
reading through a large number of previous resolu-
tions passed by this House and I have been struck by
the number of specific requests made in resolutions by
the Parliament which have never been acknowledged
by the Commission, let alone answered.
President. 
- 
Mr Jackson, you are right, but we have
to look for a solution to that problem in another
forum. I think it is impossible rc find the right solution
now in a discussion here.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am in agreement
wirh Mr Rogers and Mr Jackson and I feel I have a
right to say so for, last month during the previous
part-session, I commended the Commission since I
really thought that, for once, we were actually getting
something from the follow-ups which the Commission
presented to us on that occasion. The reality was
examined and information was given on what had
been done. \7e did not need to be told that rhe
Commission had acted on a long list of resolutions
which Parliament had adopted during the previous
part-session. But have they been acted upon positively
or have they been rejected? If the action taken was of
the kind we call in Denmark 'vertical filing', i.e.
consignment to the waste paper basket, that was all we
needed to know. But I should like here and now to
state my feeling that either we should delete this fixed
item from the agenda or we should ensure that it
acquires content which can tell us something of the
action the Commission has taken on our resolutions.
President. 
- 
Mr Moller, the item reads: Questions to
the Commission on the communications from the
Commission and I note that Parliament concerns itself
with very general issues. This demonstrares once again
rhat at the moment a problem exists on both sides and
that, consequently, we must look for a solution.
5. Requestfor waioing of immunity of a Member
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-1082/81) by Mr De Gucht, on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee, on a request for waiving of
immunity of a Member.
I call the rapporteur.
Mr De Gucht, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) At its last meeting
rhe Legal Affairs Committee decided to propose to
Parliamenr rhat Mrs Castellina's immunitv should not
be waived.
Mrs Castellina was found guilty of libel in the press in
two consecutive judgments when she was a Member of
neither the European nor the Italian Parliament. She
has appealed against these two judgmenrs and has
meanwhile become a Member of the European Parlia-
ment. As a result, Italy's Attorney-General has natur-
ally requested that her immunity be waived. Mrs
Castellina has herself said in this Chamber that she
would like to see her immunity waived so that she can
defend herself against the accusations and above all
against the law on which they are based.
The Legal Affairs Committee felt, however, that the
waiving of parliamentary immunity does not have legal
consequences. In other words, parliamentary
immunity was introduced to protect the institution,
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not the Member concerned. This cannot rherefore be
seen as an argumen[ for waiving Mrs Casrellina's
rmmunlty.
In the prevrous European Parliament, before it was
directly elected, parliamentary immunity was waived
following accusations of libel, but only to give the
national parliament the opportunity to invesrigare rhe
matter thoroughly and rhen to waive the Member's
immunity if necessary.
There is a basic difference, however, in that the former
Parliament consisted of Members appoinred by the
national parliamenrs, whereas Members are now
directly elected. The Legal Affarrs Committee there-
fore feels we have a completely autonomous right to
decide whether or not to waive immunity.
As regards the facts of the case, the Legal Affairs
Commitree considers rhat, if libel was committed
through rhe press, it was clearly of a political narure.
The newspaper of which Mrs Castellina was editor-
in-chief was clearly a political paper. The arricles
published had clearly political aims, and because the
waiving of immunity has no legal effect and because
the offence was polirical, rhe Legal Affairs Committee
feels thar Mrs Castellina's immunity need not be
waived.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will rake place at the next voting time.
6. Votesr
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe vores on
motions for resolutions.
\fle begin with the Lizin report (Doc. 1-852/81): Euro-
pean nuclear sa,fety polic1t.,
(. 
. )
Afier the third indent of the prearnble 
- 
Amendment No
36/reo.
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) The commitree turned
down this amendment. In rheory, rherefore, I am
against it. In fact, however, the amendment is advo-
cating the insertion of a report that Parliament has
adopted. In the circumstances, I think one could
abstain or vote in favour.
()
?th indent of the preamble 
- 
Amendments Nos 2, 37
and 2t
Mrs Lizin, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against Amend-
ment No 2 by Mrs Viehoff. As for No 37 and all of
Mr Vandemeulebroucke's other amendments, these
were rejected in committee and I have rherefore
nothing funher to say about them. As for Mr
Galland's Amendment No 25, it is not clear from the
wording whether he is seeking an amendmenr or a
completely new 8th indent. If he wants ro add a new
indent I could go along with that.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) It is simply a modification by the
word 'possible' if I am not mistaken.
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) In that case, I cannot
agree to it.
()
1|th indent of tbe preamble 
- 
Amendments Nos 5, 41,
27 and 71
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am againsr Mrs
Viehoff's Amendment No 5 and Mr Vandemeule-
broucke's Amendment No 41. Amendment No 27 by
Mr Galland and Mr Calvez was rejected in commitree
and I recommend Mr Linkohr's Amendment No 7l
for adoption.
()
14th indent of the preamble 
- 
Amendment No I
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am prepared ro let
this amendment go through.
()
After the adoption of Amendment No 55
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, since Mr Vandemeule-
broucke has 31 amendments to this report and each
one of them so far 
- 
17 
- 
has been rejected, would
he be kind enoqgh ro withdraw the rest in the interests
of speed?
President. 
- 
They have been tabled and
request for withdrawal from their aurhor.
reacting, so I have ro wait unril he does.
()
Paragraph 4 
- 
Amendments Nos 74 and 1 I
I have no
He is not
' 
Tl.r. verbatrm repon records only those parts of rhe vore
which gave rise to intervenrions. For deiails of the vote,
please refer to the minutes.2 See debates of February 1982.
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Mrs Lizin, rdpporter.tr. 
- 
(FR) I am for Mr Linkohr's
Amendment No 74 and against Mrs Viehoff's Amend-
ment No 1 l.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) I should like rc know whether,
on Amendments Nos 73 and 74, the rapporteur is
speaking on her own behalf, sinie these are para-
graphs that were adopted by the committee, or as
rapponeur? I ask this because the voting indications
she has given are in conradiction with the dpcisions of
the committee.
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the
constant problem we have been faced with has been
such that we have tried rc produce a balanced repon
on nuclear safety, without going into other matters. I
believe my role as rapporteur is to maintain this
balance and it is with this in mind that I have recom-
mended the amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Valz.
Mrs lValz. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I ask Mrs Lizin to
tell us first what the committee decided before saying:
'l disagree'.
President. 
- 
In principle, the rapporteur expresses
before the Assembly the opinion of the committee. I
cannot, for my pan, check whether he presents it or
not. That is why I say that it is a matter to be resolved
in committee.
I call Mr Irmer.
Mr Irmer. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do not think that
the problem has been solved yet. Mrs Lizin sPoke out
in favour of an amendment as raPporteur just now, but
both Mrs \Valz and Mr Galland have pointed out that
this did not accord with the opinion of the majority of
the committee's members. Mrs Valz is the chairman
of this committee, so she should know.
I am prepared to go along with the rapporteur
whenever he speaks for the committee. My decision on
how I should vote largely depends on that. But I do
not aBree that any Member of this House, in this case
Mrs Lizin, should then be asked how he or she will be
voting, because I should then like to be asked what I
personally think of a given amendment, whether I am
for or against it.
This question must be settled, because we still have
quite a number of amendments on which the rappor-
teur will be asked to say what the committee's opinion
is.
President. 
- 
Mrs Lizin has given her opinion as
rapponeur. This has been contradicted by members of
rhe Committee on Energy and Research. If the
rapporteur does not exactly reflect the committee's
opinion, he is, it seems to me, inevitably contradicted
in plenary sitting. I have no other solutions to Propose.
(. .)
Paragraph 5 
- 
Amendments Nos 13 and 76
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against Mrs
Viehoff's and for Mr Linkohr's.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz.
Mrs \[alz. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I must again ask'the
rapporteur to abide by the vote in committee. She has
again failed to do so. That is unacceptable.
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) In this panicular case it
is not a deledon that is being proposed, Mrs !/alz. \fle
are dealing with an addicion which was not discussed
in committee and which I consider rc be compatible
with the report.
(...)
Paragraph 10 
- 
Amendments Nos 51, 79 dnd 16
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) You did not put amendment
No 3 to the vote on the grounds that, since it is the
same as amendment No 79, it was not necessary to
vote on it. As it seeks an addition to [he text, they have
nothing in common.
President. 
- 
Mrs Viehoff, by virtue of the fact that
Amendment No 79 is adopted the text is so amended
rhat your amendment is no longer applicable and must
therefore, inevitably, lapse. It cannot be otherwise.
The text is amended. Your amendmen[ is no longer in
the existing text.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) Ler me read out what it will say
if you add amendment No 79: 'needed for an emer-
gency and to bear transfrontier problems in mind'; and
then 'the costs thereof are passed on to the nuclear
installations'. This is best placed after. I see no reason
why it shouldn't be.
Mrs Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, however
it is worded, I am against the amendment.
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- 
But if it is adopted, conrrary ro your
opinion, may we know if it is to be integrated in the
text?
Mrs Lizio, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Yes, it can be incorpor-
ated in the text.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(FR) I merely wanr to say rhar in
French' this amendment is meaningless. Surely it
should sey hucl6dire', not 'm,idiane'.
(...)
Paragraph 15 
- 
Amendments Nos 65 and 32
Mm Lizin, rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) On rhis problem I am
for Mr Galland's amendmenr, and as regards that of
Mr Vandemeulebroucke I would say rhar as far as I
am concerned the vote can be a free one. I shall
abstain.
(. .)
Paragraph 17 
-Amendments Nos 81,21 dnd 66
Mrs Lizin, rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) I am against the
amendments by Mrs Viehoff and Mr Vandemeule-
broucke. As regards Mr Linkohr's Amendment No,8 I
would say, remembering what Mr Galland said a
moment ago, that as rapponeur I should consider that
it ought ro be rejecdd, bur, in the inreresm of rhe
balance I am trying to maintain in this repon, I should
prefer it to be adopted.l
(...)
Preiident. 
- 
I can now accepr explanations of vote.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, even after rhe
report had been considered in the Committee on
Energy and Resedrch it lacked balance, and with the
adoption of the amendments [oday, it has become far
worse. The arguments from the right, from Mr
Seligman, for example, who feels thar, alrhough
responsible people who are concerned about the
development of nuclear energy without guaranrees of
'safety may not be quire Communists, they are
The rapponeur also came out
. 
- 
FOR Amendments Nos 13 
- 
3l 
- 
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- 
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- 
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cenainly well on the way m becoming Russia's tools,
his contention that there is a safe way of storing
radioactive waste, whereas any right-minded person
knows that is not the case, his final conclusion that
nuclear fusion and nuclear fission are the only solution
to the energy problem in the long term and rhat
nothing that Mrs Lizin has to say should be allowed to
stand in their way, and a number of claims by Mr
Galland and Mr Calvez, which I will not repeat 
- 
all
this is the kind of artument that ignores safety aspects
and, even worse, is a chreat to safety in that it denies
there is an absence of safety. Added to the objections I
voiced tast month, this is a funher reason for voting
against this repon and resolution, because it suggests
safety which cannot be achieved.
Mr Linkohr. 
- 
(DE) I very much regrer that a report
on the safety of existing nuclear por/er stations and
perhaps those yet to be built has turned into a vote, a
subsdtute vote, on whether we are for or against
nuclear power snrions. The Socialisr Group will there-
fore be votint against this repon.
This is slightly reminiscent of the custom of making
any report that has the word 'nuclear' in its title in
some way say: 'Ve are also in fav6ur of the massive
expansion of nuclear energy.' That is absurd.
One comment on Super-Sara. A figure on Super-
Sara has been included here although we do not
have any accurate information on the continuation of
work on this project, which will probably be the
Community's most important research projec[ at Ispra.
I have heard that, firstly, the costs will be very much
higher than planned, that, secondly, the experiment
canno! be carried out as planned and thaq thi.rdly, it is
not even certain that the Italian reactor safety commis-
sion will give iu approval.
I therefore have my doubts on this subject, and I shall
consequently be voting against this repon.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(FR). Mr Presidenr, ar a rime
when negative and often irrational attitudes ro the
exploitation of nuclear energy are gaining ground, it
gives me panicular pleasure, on behalf of the French
members of the Communisr and Allies Group, ro srress
the constructive aspect of this repon on nuclear safery
policy. Although we do nor enrirely go'along with the
repon and its accompanying motion for a resolution in
view of some of the statemenrs contained in them, we
feel that it does consrirute a responsible approach to
the necessary development of the nuclear industry.
Ve fully subscribe to the view that essential masrery of
the problems of safety, which is nor only an objective
necessity but necessary also to allay the legitimate
fears of the general public, must nor serve as a pretext
for delaying the implemenration of programmes for
the consrucrion of nbw power smrions. It should be
t\[' ,'
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possible for the energy inddpendence of our countries
io rely on a diversified development of all forms of
energy without ruling out the nuclear option. Ve are
also fully in agreement with the idea expressed in the
resolution of increasing cobperation and exchange of
scientific knowledge, both at multilateral and
Community levels, for the purpose of achieving highcr
ssandards of nuclear safery. Had it not been for the'
fact that the motion for a resolution seeks to introduce
addidonal and excessively restrictive regulatory
measures on [op of those already in force, and had it
not been for the proposal to increase the powers of
Community bodies beyond what we feel is advisable
- 
and thi various amendlments that have just been
passed make matters even worse 
- 
we should have
voted for the resolution. As it is, however, we shall
abstain.
( Parliament adopted the resolution)
President. 
- 
The next iterp is the Aigner report (Doc.
1-845/81): Exporx of agriahural proiltcts to the State-
trading counties.r
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to give
notice on behalf of the European Democratic Group
that we should like a roll'call vote on Amendmenr
Nos 7 and 10. Perhaps you could allow this, Mr Presi-
dent, and on the whole.
(...)
Afier the l st indent of the preamble 
- 
Atnendments
Nos I and 10
Mr Aigner, rapPorteur. * (DE) Mr President, I
should Iike to starc my views on all 10 amendments
' straight away. That will ta\e less time.
The committee approved lll 10 amendments and the
resolution by the iime number of votes for and against
in each case. Vith the expeption of the amendments
for which a vote by roll-ca]ll has been requested, all of
rhem are descripiive, and they will not therefore
change the contint of the resolution. I am sorry 
-that
thesJ amendments could not be mbled until after-
wards, the reason being that the various rhotions for
resolutions were only refefred to us.after our plenary
proceedings had begun. ihat is the background''Ve
are therefore in favour of all the amendments.
President. 
- 
You are theniin favour of everything'
Mr Aigner, r.tpPorteur. 
- 
(DE) I am not in favour of
everything. I am in favour of these amendmenm.2
(Laaghter)
(...)
President. 
- 
I can now accept explanarions ofvote.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Mr President, at the end of the debate
Mr Dalsager tried to justify the previous Commission's
performance. I cannot accept his explanations. The
criticisms in Mr Aigner's report are made oul The
Commissioner was indulging, in his speech, in double
talk. His suggestion was that there was in 1980 a
different refund for Russia than elsewhere. But that
difference was scrapped by the Commission in June
1980. He suggesrcd that a tender system for butter to
Russia would have helped in 1980; there was such a
system, but the Commission scrapped it in May 1980.
In giving figures for sales to Russia, he quoted only
butter but excluded butter-oil, thus disrcning the posi-
tion, and he further confused the issue by suddenly
aking a 17-month-period for his figures instead of a
12-month period,whereas the Aigner rePort had been
dealing with a 12-month,period on figures supplied by
the Commission. Nothing I have heard from the
Commissioner dispels my belief that Parliament was
misled at the time in 1980 and the Commission is still
evading the charges that the Aigner repon makes
against them. I urge the House to support the'Aigner
rePort.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, I also shall vote for the
Aigner report. I shall do so because I believe the
Commission must realize that this issue of subsidized
food expons to che Soviet Union is assuming the
proponions of a scandal. It is doing more harm to the
concept of the EEC in the United Kingdom than any
myth being peddled by the. anti-marketeers. In the
aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan we
find that the Commission has sold four times as much
agricultural produce to Russia as it had authority to
do. The foreign policy implications of this action are
enormous. At best, it is inefficienry. I hope, Mr Presi-
dent, it is nothing worse.
, Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I submit that this rePort is
'an indictment of the Commission's failures. I think it is
fair rc say that the Commission has also misled this
House on a series of occasions when this imponant
issue was raised at Question Time and in written
answers.
At the same time, I feel it is slightly unfair that Mr
Thorn should be involved with the criticism of shis
2 The rapponeur was also for Amendmenm Nos 4, 5
and 8.
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House, as he was nor here ar the rime. And I would
sutgest thar the Commission call upon Mr Jenkins ro
come to this House in April, when, I hope, we shall be
concerning ourselves with rhe discharge or
non-discharge of the budget.
(Applause)
Them, Mr President, we can ask Mr Jenkins wherher
he, as Presidenr, acred wirh due budgetary approval
and whether, in fact, he was rhe person who gave the
instructions ro change rhe rules on rhe way in which
sales were effected at rhe end of l98O so rhar acrual
figures came forward in the 1981 figures.
As I say, Mr Presidenr, rhis is a consrirurional issue.
The Commission ignored the instructions of the
Council and this House. I believe ic would be in the
best interests of the Parliamenr to ensure rhar rhe
Aigner reporr is approved, and I shall vore for ir.
Mr Plaskovitis. 
- 
Mr President, the Greek members
of the socialist PASOK pany will vote againsr rhe
Aigner reporr., as rhey have vored againit all its
amendmenr, for the following reasons.
First, because we musr emphasize that ir is a mistake
for the Budget Control Commirtee ro rry ro rurn itself
into a political committee, as happens in'the conrext of
the Aigner repon.
Secondly, because this promores the tendency for rhe
various problems that arise in connection with the
relationship between East and Vesr ro become objects
of exploitation for rhe purposes of propaganda, and
this is complerely conrrary to the inteiests of pe"ce.
Thirdly, ye 
.oppgse any condemnation of existing
systems, whether direct or indirecr, and any imposition
of economic, or o[her sancrions against the eastern
countries, because any such crusading counter
measures would surely poison attempts to return [o
detente and to the limiation of arms. -
In particular, we are opposed to paragraphs 7 and g of
the proposed. resolution, because if iheie paragraphs
were to be adopted they would result in an e*ai..ta-
don of the problem of disposing of agricultural prod-
ucts. As an example, Mr President, we wish to point
out thar a significant proponion of Greek soft-fruit
products, 29.30/o in 1980 to be precise, is exponed to
the Eastern Eurofean countries. More panicularly, in
the case of cirus fruim the proporrion of expons to
these countries is as high at 76.lVo, while only 3.g%
are exported ro the EEC countries.
Finally, we should not forger the proposed agreemenr
concerning the supply of gas by the Sovier Union to
ITest Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and rhe
other counrries, nor indeed the bilateral atreemenm
signed between Greece and the Soviet Union and
relating ro economic marrers and energy supply.
Mr Brsndluod il.{i.lr"rr. 
- 
(DA) I have already
expressed my views on this repon during the course o?
the debate, and I have acknowledged the work Mr
Aigner has done and the result which the repon
reflects. But if I vore for ir, I wish [o srress .y ui.*
that in a general way rhe Commission should nor be
running an exporr business 
- 
of course I do not think
that this is what rhe repon says 
- 
and rhat the conclu-
sions ser out in [he report do nor argue againsr trade
with countries havling rading organizirioniwhich to a
greater or lesser exten[ may be under State control,
although we should of course be vigilant at all times if
we trade wirh panners who hold that kind of mono-
poly posirion. Subfect ro rhese rwo observations, I am
willing rc supporr. [he report.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, there is no doubt
thar rhe sales of 4griculrural produce to rhe Socialisr
countries are norhing less than an obsession with this
Parliament.
Our debares on *tis quesrion in November l9g0 and
during the lasr part-session have proved that the accu-
sations of the Committee on Budgetary Control had
no serious basis. Irrefutable figures prove, on the one
hand, rhat burrer sales ro rh; Soviit Union did not
benefit from pre(erenrial prices and, on the other
hand, rhar rhe EEC has enforced an even tighter
embargo than the Unired Srates themselves.
The..fact is. that, in this whole business involvingjuggling with figu[es and distonion of the truth, thl
Commission has been made the scapegoac for the
calling into quesrion of the principles of international
commerce and for political discrimination berween
counries with difftrenr social systems. It is regrettable
that the Commission and the Council, who have
recently decided on new measures to restrict impons
. from Socialist counrries, should be pany to this line of
conduct. '!7e condemn these discriminatory measures
and call for rhe dCvelopmenr of trade with'every pan
of the world and wirhout polirical discrimination.
For rhis reason rhe Communist and Allies Group will
be voting against qhe Aigner reporr., panicularly since
the report has been rendered even more severe'by the
adoption of the amendments tabled by British Conser-
vatives.
Mr Alavanos. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, Mr Aigner's proposal
is unacceptable to the Communist pany of'Greece,
both on accounr of irc anti-Soviet spirit and because it
atrcmp$ to impos( controls over, and raise obstacles
to the expon of agriculrural produce ro the Socialist
States.
T?*gug., while. the proposal is generally unaccepr_
able, it is panicularly dangerous foi Greeci ar the uiry
tirne. when the government of Mr papandr.ou i,
srnvlng ro open up our exporrs to the Socialist Sr.ates,
ti
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which constitute a dynamic and potentially very posi-
tive market for Greek produce. Moreover, we too are
'amazed, following the figures mentioned by Mr Plas-
kovitis, how the EEC, which for example impons only
3.80/o of our citrus prgduce, can wish to impose
controls on our exports to countries that impon 250lo
or more.
In the above spirit, and considering this proposal
unacceptable from both the economic and the political
standpoints, the Communist Pany of Greece will vote
against it.
Mr Irmer. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Mr Hord has made
it wonderfully clear why we must. vote against the
amendments. '!7e could have accepted them without
any difficulty, although the Aigner report, in the form
submitted, would have been quite adequate. But from
what Mr Hord has said, it is clear that the plan is to
launch an attack against Mr Jenkins in rhe present
election campaign, and we cannot of course subscribe
[orhat...
(Applause 
- 
mixed reactions)
. . . If Mr Jenkins stands for the Liberal-Social Demo-
cratic Alliance in Britain, we shall not stab him in the
back in this way,
(Mixed reactions)
In any case, the probleqn lies somewhere completely
different.
(Cries)
I seriously suspect that Mr Jenkins had no control over
the Directorate-General concerned at the time and
that Mr Dalsager does not have this Directorate-
General, with Mr Villain at im head, under control
today.
(Mixed reactions)
I must say I was extremgly surprised to hear that after
the debate we had last rhonth Mr Villain and also Mr
Doumeng telephoned individual Members, trying to
persuade them to vote against the Aigner repon. And I
repeat the claim that hab not yet been refuted: it is in
my opinion a scandal that the common agricultural
policy should be helling to finance a French political
Party.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner; you have asked for the floor,
but I cannot give it to you. You are not on the list for
explanations of vote. If you wish to make a personal
statement, you may speak after the vote.
Mr Aignar, rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, may I
point out that, before the debate began, I instructed an
usher to ask you to enter my. name in the list of
speakers.
President. 
- 
He has not done so.
Mr Aigner, fdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) I am sorry to hear
that. I ask you to take the usher to task over this.
President. 
- 
I take your word for it. The floor is
yours.
Mr Aigner, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I give
you my word that what I have just said is true.
Mr President, the two Communist speakers have
either not read my report or want to hush up their
own policy. The report makes no mention of a
blockade or a ban or a policy designed to Prevent the
export of agricultural products to the Soviet Union.
'!7hat it does say is that the Commission should be
required to take greater advantage in future of the
opponunities offered by the market, which it has
failed to seize in the pasr . . .
(Applause)
'Sile have merely accused the Commission of making a
mistake in this, and we want it to develop its instru-
ments accordingly in the future, because the market
mechanism simply does not work with State-trading
countries. !7e all agreed in the Committee on Budg-
etary Control that the manipulations in State-trading
have assumed proportions rhat are costing the
Community millions. It is not a question of regional
policy somewhere or other: it is a question of
protecting the uxpayer.
A second point: the Committee was not guilty of any
kind of infringement in discussing the four motions
for resolutions referred to it by Parliament for a deci-
sion. It was our duty to esnblish whether the informa-
tion provided by the Commission corresponded to the
figures it finally adopted. The only figures we have are
those provided by the Commission imelf, and they
reveal a major discrepancy betweeen the Commission's
answer and its final figures.
I therefore endorse the request for a vote by roll-call
on behalf of my group.
( Parliament adopted tbe resolution)
7. Protection of the rights of the indioidual witb regard to
data processing
President. 
- 
The next item is the second rePort (Doc.
l-548/81) by Mr Sieglerschmidt, on behalf of the
I
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Legal Affairs Committee, on rhe prorecrion of rhe
rights of the individual in the face of rcchnical
progress in rhe field of dam processing.
I call the rapporreur.
Mr Sieglersch-idt, rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, if you musr leave the Chamber
when we reach an item that has been occupying rhe
Community and many other countri.s for years 
"-nd 
is
therefore surely an important question, please, do so a
little more quietly.
,It is impossible to think of presenr-day sociery wirhout
electronic data processing. It has brought grear advan-
tages, but it also has its dangers. The individual is
panicularly ar risk where the recording of data on his
person is concerned. I need only quote rhe phrase
'transparenr rnan'. This is why counries in and oustide
the Communiry have inroduced srarurory prorecrion
of data on the individual as the use of data processing
has grown. The more widespread the ransfrontiei
flow of dam has become, the more peftinenr the ques-
tion as to how the free flow of data 
- 
that is, withour
obstructions caused by national expon restricrions 
-can be ensured. This in turn has entailed arremp$ ar
establishing as uniform standards as possible for, in
particular, data relating rc rhe individual.
Preparatory work has been going on in three institu-
tions for many years: in the Council of Europe.
for almost 15 years, in the European Communiiy,
principally within the Commission, since the early
1970s and in the OECD since the mid-l9Z0s. It was at
about this time that the European Parliament also
began to consider rhe subject.
The European Parliament then drew up the first
report on the protecrion.of dam, which was adopted
by the old Parliament in April 1979. A mere nine
weeks after it was constituted in the summer of. 1979,
which demonsrrates rhe imponance of the subject, rhe
new European Parliament was again discussing the
matter on rhe basis of an oral question with debate.
Two motions tabled by the Socialist Group in the
spring of 1980 then led to rhis second ,epon on the
protection of data.
Although work on rhe first repon took a very long
time because ir had to do the groundwork, it was put
before Parliament within a monrh of being adopdd by
the Legal Affairs Commitree of rhe old Parliament.
The second repon did not take so long for the reasons
I have already menrioned, but it was not adopted undl
September lasr year. Now, five and a half months
later, it is before the House, ar a time that is cenainly
not commensurate with rhe imponance of the subject.
I_ do not inrcnd to go into rhe reasons why somehting
that was possible in the old Parliament is evidently no
longer possible in the new Parliamenr, and that is
proceeding with some haste. But that is a fact, and we
should all think about this in general, not only in
connection wirh thi! report.
Vhy do we need this arrangement for the transfron-
tier flow of data? I phould like first [o quore from rhe
Commission's recorhmendation of 29 July 1981 on
the convention adopted by rhe Council of Europe:
'Data protection is an essential component of the
protection of the individual. It has the character of .a
fundamental right.' So what we have here is a funda--
mental right, i.e. a human right. Vhat we are
concerned with herb, then, is a fundamental right, a
human right.
Secondly, as I have {lready briefly mentioned, the free
flow of data in the European Communiry is extremely
imponant. The common mirker, which we are always
trying to improve, (rust include a common market in
data. There musr rherefore be an arrantemenr rhar
allows data to be rransmirted from, say, Manchester to
Hamburg in rhe sarpe way, and with as few restric-
tions, as they are transmitted from Strasbourg ro
Toulouse. As dau relating rc the individual are to be
protected as a humap right, there is a need for lefisla-
tion on the protectio[r of data in the Member States to
be harmonized as far as possible and for thought rc be
given to an appropriate addidon ro rhe Convenrion on
Human Rights adopded by rhe Council of Europe.
Mr President, imponanr prepararory work has akeady
been done in this fidld by rhe International Union of
Lawyers, and the Parliamentary fusembly of the
Council of Europe has come our in favour of this. Ve
should supporr this development. There are now a
number of inrcrnaridnal agreements in this area, for
example the Convention of the Council of Europe on
the protection of individuals wirh regard ro auromatic
processing of persondl data and OECD guidelines.
As the time available to me is limited, the only other
subject I intend to dibcuss is the imponant queition of
whether we really need a legal instrument in the
Community as well as this Council of Europe Conven-
tion, which vlas adop]ted in January 1981 . I and ail the
members of the Legal Affairs Commitree believe we
need both. !7e are in very urgent need of the Council
of Europe ConventiQn, signed and ratified, and it is
sad that only five Mdmber States have signed it so far
and two will probably ratify it shonly. But we also
need a legal instrumgnt for the Communiry, and on
this the Legal Affairs Commitree and I wholeheanedly
agree.
Allow me to quore jult two views on this subjecq from
completely different quaners. The Federal Association
of German Industry oays panicular imponance must
be attached to the Co]mmission's initiative because the
Council of Europe Convention which has been
adopted but has nor ye[ entered into force does not
solve the problems cpnnected with the transfrontier
flow of dan. Transndtional industry also expects this
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Council of Europe Convention to provide a sound
basis for the approximation of the various national
arrantements. But the Convention has not fulfilled this
expectation because it leaves a greal deal of scope for
special national arrangemenm, fanicularly. where the
most lmpoftant provtsions are concerned. Funher-
more, the Commissioner for Dam Protection of the
Land of Hesse, Professor Semitis, says that the
Council of Europe Convention cannot be taken as a
basis, that it undoubtedly has its merits, but is cenainly
inadequate for a convincing arrangement. That is why,
if we- really want a free flow of data in the
Community's common data market, we need a
Community legal instrument alongside and in addition
to the Council of Europe Convention, which is too
flexible and leaves too many options oPen to the signa-
tory States.
Mr President, I should like to conclude by speaking
not as the rapporteur but on behalf of the Socialist
Group. I can be very brief because, as I have already
said, the Socialist Group tabled the motions for resolu-
tions which led rc this report. It has always advocated
the prorcction of data in the European Community,
before and since the direct elections, and it is
complercly satisfied with this report because, with
minor reservations, the Legal Affairs Committee
accepted what the rapporteur proposed.
I therefore call on you to apProve this report in the
same way as the Legal Affairs Committee, with
complete unanimity across party lines.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
.l
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call the Socialist Group.
Mis Desouches.- (FR) Mr President, I am delighted
to see this rePort come before the European Parlia-
ment and to offer it the support of the Socialist Group.
I should like to recall very briefly that the inherent risk
in computerized data files lies essendally in the nature
of the iontents of these files 
- 
which include infor-
mation about a person's health, tax position, means,
his home and his purchases 
- 
and also in the fact that
these files are so numerous. So far as France is
concerned, I should say that every individual figures in
some 250 to 600 files, both private and public, and the
danger lies in the ease with which data banks can link
intJeach other so thaq by gathering together all the
information contained in the various files, vinually
everphing 4bout a given individual can be known. I
musi also point out the considerable dangers atmched
to the use of informdtion inferred through Processing
of these data files.
Having said that, it is true to say that the situation in
the Community varies considerably from country to
country. Some countries do have laws to Protect the
righr of individuals 
- 
this is true of France 
- 
even
though such legislation is not exactly perfect, far from
it.
Other countries have none at all.
It is imperative therefore, as the raPponeur has just
said, for the Community to bring in legislado4 that
will provide the highest level of Protection and
embody a number of essential features.
It must afford protection both to natural persons and
rc legal persons, such as associations and trade unions.
It must cover not only computerized but also manual
data files, for though the latter may Pose less of a
threat they do nevenheless Present cenain risks.
Personal data must be organized. In France, it is now
possible to find out what is on your file. This proce-
dure is a first step: an inadequate first step. There
should be an obligation on anyone setting uP a
computerized data file to notify, as a matter of course,
those on his files, telling them not only what informa-
tion is being stored, but also to what use [his informa-
tion will be put. The person concerned should at the
same time be told what are his rights, what means of
recourse are open to him, and all this should be free of
charge.
It would be d6sirable to introduce the notion of
liability for damage caused by operators of data files
through misuse or disclosure of personal data on file.
It is desirable also to provide for a dme limit, whereby,
say, every five years the data would be looked at and
the possibiliry of erasure considered.
It does indeed seem desirable, as the raPPorteur
suggests, to set up a Community body and also
regional bodies which would exercise both monitoring
and regulatory functions. These bodies sho0ld be able
to evaluate the purposes of the files and of the data-
processing operations to which they will be subjecrcd.
Needless to say, however, these regulatory bodies
must have a democratically-based membership and
system of operation, in other words, they must not be
composed exclusively of members appointed by
government agencies. They must include elected
members, trade union representatives, and the like.
They must, moreover, be given adequate resources
and publish their findings.
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More difficult perhaps, bur no less necessary, is the
regulation of data banks and of inrcrlinking of compu-
terized records. It is imperative rhar we aiiopr
Community provisions in this area. At the moment
there is too much variarion in the systems applied in
different counrries, and this could enable so-e op.."-
tors to evade the regularions in one counrry by serdng
up their file in another counrry where the provisions
are more lenient . . . I shall forbear ro menrion rhem.
As you know, dam processing makes nothing of dis-
tances or frontiers. It is necessary therefore to
harmonize legislarion on data prorection and endea-
vour ro regulate rransfronrier data flows. Ir is true that
a first step will have been raken with the ratification by
all the EEC Member Srares of the Council of Europe
Convention; rhar would constirure a minimum. In
point of facr, rhere is nothing in that rext about regu-
lating data banks, and besides it lays down that a Srate
may nor apply rhe convenrion ro cerrain lisred carego-
ries of compurerized dara files. Ve find this exclusion
disturbing.
Vliat is needed, then, is a genuine framework of
Communiry law, and I would poinr our that computer-
ized data files represent a formidable means of access
to informarion about individuals and, hence, a poren-
tial instrument of oppression. I believe, as stated in the
preamble to rhe EEC Treaty, rhat we are here rc bring
about a consranr improvemenr in rhe living conditions
of the people of the Community; we must also, there-
fore, protecr rhem. That is why we mus[ beware of and
not allow the introducrion of a sysrem which is open
to abuse and which, if we are nor careful, could be
u.sed by the unscrupulous as an instrumenr of oppres-
ston.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Chrisrian-Democradc Group).
Mr Alber. (DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, dara protection is a relatively topical and
also very sensirive issue. Various righs have to be
weighed up, and it is cenainly nor easy ro reconcile
the.need ro prorecr human digniry and thus privacy 
-and this cannor. be rated too highly 
- 
and rhe right rc
information and also rhe efficiency of cenain
measures.
I should like to refer to just rwo areas, medical treat-
ment and acrion by the police ro trace criminals. lfhat
is of decisive imponance is thar the correcr balance be
struck berween these rights and that we avoid
throwing the baby our with the bathwater. It is under-
sandable rhar many people are afraid of 'Big Brother',
who knows everyrhing, but nor everyone who believes
he is imponant enough for data to bL collected on him
is so imponant! And secondly, the protection of data
is not a technical problem, because there is no denying
that the necessary safety precautions can be mken. It ii
entirely a legal problem.
Now, of course, the question is whether we also need
a European direcrive. I believe thar a great chance has
been missed here, nor by us but by orhers. This was a
new legal area, and it should have been governed by
European law from the outset. That is what we have
always advocated. Although the govrrnmenrc of rhe
Member Srates agreed rc rhis idea, rhey lacked both
the political will and the knowledge and ability needed
to translate it into realiry, and the officials involved in
the deliberations were unfonunately unable to think in
European terms. This chance was missed. '!7e now
have to make adjusrments and harmonize to make up
lost ground, and now we have so many national data
protection laws that it mighr even be said that more
laws have to be respected today rhan rhere are data to
be collected.
If you now ask me whether we need a European direc-
tive, I would say, like Radio Eriwan: 'In principle, yes,
but . . .' As we already have so many laws ro observe, ir
would surely be advisable to wait and see how
successful they are. This is panicularly true of rhe
Council of Europe Convenrion, because I am afraid
that, if we nour adopt our own directive, many coun-
tries will perhaps refrain from ratifying the Council of
Europe Convention.
'\7e 
should therefore wair a while before deciding to
introduce a European direcrive, assess rhe experience
gained with other laws first and then make the appro-
priarc adjustments and harmonize as necessary.
President. 
- 
I call the European Democraric Group.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Mr President, I agree with rhe analysis
of the problem pur forward by the rapporreur, Mr
Sieglerschmidt, with his usual thoroughness.
I agree with the sentimenff he expresses. Vhere we
disagree is in ,the conclusion he reaches as to whar
should be done. There I entirely endorse the views pur
forward by my colleague, Mr Alber, jusr now.
There are two factors which have to be borne in mind
in considering how rc deal with the problem. Firsr,
thpre is the protection of the individual, and second,
there is. the need 
.to prorect commerce which is, of
course,increasing irs profitability and rhus rhe profita-
biliry of the Community as a whole by using tlhe data
banks so fully.
NowtrIr Sieglerschmidt and I differ in rhis respect: he
calls for a directive and for a Communiry body ro be
set up t(), supervise and police a neur framework of
Community law. But in my view we already have what
we need 
- 
subject ro resring it 
- 
in the convention of
,,\
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the Council of Europe. It was only after many years'
negotiations that the Council of Europe, as recently as
September 1980, opened for signature the convention
dealing with automatic processing of personal data. It
deals in that convention with the quality of the data,
the rights of the data subjects, transnational dataflows
and it sets up a consultative committee. Is that
enough? There are five Member States which have
already ratified it; there are four that have not:
Belgium, Holland, Italy and Greece 
- 
Mr Siegler-
schmidt gives a slightly different figure, but that's my
understanding of the matter. Then there are five
members of the Council of Europe, who are not
members of the Community, who have signed. So a
great deal of progress has been made since September
l 980.
The Community has already taken action through the
Commission. It has issued a recommendation to the
Member States that they should ratify it by the end of
1982.
Now will that be enough? Mr Alber is quite right in
saying'let us wait and see'. The difficulties and evils of
having two systems of law in the same territory, oper-
ating side by side, are quite inordinate. I am not saying
that one rules it out for ever and for good, but I do
think the convention needs to be given a try. The
amendments that have been pur down on behalf of the
group in my name are self-explanatory. I would just
draw attention to the fact that the remedy that Mr
Sieglerschmidt seeks would be another major exten-
sion in Community bureaucracy. In my view the time
for that has not yet arrived, and I hope it never will.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
8. Closure of the session
President. 
- 
I declare closed the 198l-1982 annual
session of the European Parliament, and I would point
out that in pursuance of the provisions of the Treaty
the European Parliament will meet tomorrow,
Tuesday 9 March 1982, at9 a.m.
(The sitting rose at 8 p.m.)t
Agenda of the next sitting: see ninutes.
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Commission action on opinions on,its proposak delioered by the European Parliament at its
February I 98 2 part-session
l. As agreed with the Bureau of Parliament, the Commission informs Members at rhe beginning of
every Part-session of the action it has taken on opinions delivered at the previous pan-session in the
context of parliamentary consultadon.
2. At its February pan-session the European Parliament ieliuered nine opinions on Commission
proposals in response ro Council requests for consultarion.
3. At the pan-session seven matrcrs were discussed in connection with which Parliamenr delivered
favourable opinions on or did no[ request formal amendment of rhe proposals mentioned below.
Repon by Mr Costanzo on a special aid for raw tobacco following rhe eanhquake in Italy in
November 1980,
Repon by Mr Rogalla on the draft decision of the Commission of the European Communities
amending Decision 73/287/ECSC concerning coal and coke for the iron and steel industry in
the Community,
Repon by Mr Ceravolo on the proposal for a draft recommendation concerning the registration
of recombinant DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) work (COM(82) 467),
Repon by Mr Volrjer on rhe common organization of the market in sugar (COM(81) 247),
Amended Commission proposal for a directive on rhe limitarion of rhe noise emitred by
hydraulic and rope-operated excavarors, dozers and loaders,
Commission proposal for a regulation on the impon arrangemen$ ro be applied in 1982 in the
sheep and goalmear sector in respecr of cenain third counrries,
Commission proposal for a directive amending Directive 79/279/EEC coordinating the condi-
tions for the admission of securities to official stock exr:hange listing and Directive 80/3\O/EEC
coordinating the requirements for the drawing-up, scrutiny and disrribution of rhe listing pani-
culars to be published for the admission of securities to,rfficial srock exchange listing.
4. In [wo cases the European Parliament asked the Cornmission to alter its proposals under the
second paragraph of Anicle 149 of the Treaty, and in boch cases the Commission accepred rhe
proposed amendments.
Repon by Mrs !7eber on a proposal for a directive on assessmenr of the effecr on the environ-
ment of cenain public and private works,
Rcpon by Mr Ghergo on a proposal for a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on flavourings intended for use in foodsruffs and the basic materials from which
they are produced (COM(80) 286).
In both these cases, amended proposals are under preparadon and are. rc be presented to the Council
and the European Parliamenr shonly.
5. The Commission also expressed its views during discussions concerning it and took nore of the
European Parliament's opinions on the following.
Repon by Mr Faure on the contribution of rural development towards restoring regional
balance,
Repon by Mr Pottering on the formulation of a Mediterranean plan pursuant to a Council regu-
lation,
' Repon by Mr Delmotte on the lst periodical repon on the economic and social siruation in rhe
regions of the Community,
Repon by Mr Herman on the fifth medium-term econornic policy programme (coM(81) 3aa)
Repon by Mr Purvis on the European Monetary System,
Resolution by Mr Hopper and others on the urgent need for progress in executing rhe mandate
of 30 May,
Resolution by Sir Henry Plumb on rhe mandate of 30 May,
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Resolution by Mr Vagner on the American steel industry's complainm against Comrnunity
exPorts,
Resolution by Mr de la Maldne on hindrances to the normal pattern of trade between the United
Smtes and the EEC,
Resolurion by Mr Berkhouwer on Sovier expons of natural gab to various Member States of the
European Community,
Resolution by Mr Ligios and others on the holding-up of Italian wines in France,
Resolution by Mr McCanin and others on storm damage in Ireland,
Resolution by Mrs Poirier and others on the floods in France,
Motion by Mrs Dupon on emergency aid for the region of St Marcellin in south-east France,
which was hit by a tornado on 28 December 1981,
Resolurion by Mrs Focke and others on Community and Member State aid for the Democratic
Republic of Madagascar following the disaster it has suffered,
Report by Mr Blumenfeld on Parliament's role in negotiating and ratifying treaties,
Repon by Mri Squarcialupi on the position and problems of old people in the European
Community,
Repon by Mrs Valz on rhe issue of Eurarom loans for the purpose of making a contribution to
the financing of nuclear power stations,
Repon by Mr Deleau on the position of small and medium-sized undertakings in the
Community,
Repon by Mr Rinsche on aspects and conditions connected with the European Community's
coal supplies.
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